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INTRODUCTION 

The present form of the moving coil galvanometer 

ha s resulted from a large amount of work, both theoretical 

and experimental, which has been done upon the instrument 

since its introduction about thirty years ago. These 

various researches, aside fro~ tests and comparisons made 
and bt.tw~ en 

withAexisting instruments, may be placed in four groups, 

according to purpose, as follows: 

a) To determine the design best suited to each 

set of conditions under which an instrument is to be used. 

b) To increase the sensitivity , both of deflection 

and ballistic galvanometers. 

c) To determine the errors resulting· from the 
ioe.tween 

characteristic relations -e:f parts eJ£ the instrument, with 

methods for overcoming or minimizing these errors . 

d) To extend the uses of the instrument. 

The work with which thi s paper deals was t a ken up 

with the third and fourth of these objects in vie . The 

first step was to make a careful study of the theory of 

this type of galvanometer by reviewing the papers which 

~ o have been published upon the subject. From this point ... 
~ 
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the development of methods was carried forward to fill 

in such gaps as were found still to exist. 

For purposes of theQretical treatment, an ideal 

galvanometer will be assumed, in which certain conditions 

may be regarded as fulfilled. These conditions, although 

not exactly in agreement with fact, are such good approx

imations as to warrant their assumptions; this is shown 

in the excellent agreement between theory and experiment, 

as will be shown in this paper. 

The conditions above mentioned are: A rectangular 

coil without auxiliary damping devices, suspended by means 

of perfectly elastic fibers in such a way that it may move 

freely about a vertical axis which is at the same time the 

vertical axis of symmetry of the magnetic parts of the in

strument . The magnetic field is supposed perfectly radial, 

the coil cuttin~ the lines of force perpendic larly, re

gardless of angular p~eition; this ia effected by means 

of a soft iron cylindrical core, placed coaxially within 

the coil but not in contact ith the latter. The self 

inductance of the coil is assumed of such value th.:1. t 

there is no lag of current behind the electromotive force 

producing it. In ever/ case the damping moment ~ill be 

considered proportional to the angula r velocity of the 

coil . Thie ie strictly true under the foregoing assum -
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tions for that part of the damping moment arising from 

electromagnetic induction, and is closely in accordance 

with fact as regards air damping. Hence, the greater the 

ratio of electromagnetic to air damping, the more closely 

is the last mentioned assumption realized. 

The work of this paper will be presented in eight 

sections, the general plan in each of which is, first, to 

give the theoretical treatment of the subject matter of 

that section, resulting in certain equations . hen these 

equations are practically applicable, a discussion will be 

given as to the procedure in applying the formulae, with 

the experimental precautions to be observed. Finally, the 

description of apparatus used in testing the equations, 

together with the results of the tests, will complete the 

section . 

In the list which ~ollowa are given the symbols 

which will be used to deaign~te the quantities used in the 

gener&l discussions. For particular caaee, other symbols 

fill be introduced, and the general symbols ill be pro

vided with subscripts, all of which will be explained in 

connecti on with the equations in which they first appear. 
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GE1 ERAL OTATIO" 

e =angular displacement at time t. 

0' = first time derivative of e, or angular velocity. 

9" = second time derivative of e, or angular accel ration. 

I 0 = moment of inertia of coil. 

2f = proportionality constant bet een damping moment 
and angular velocity of coil. 

elastic torque constant of suspensions, or 
torque per unit angle. 

f a.=-r , 
0 

b c: 'S.: - f2 . . ,; ~ 
I 0 r; ' ~\I 18 - Io 

n = number of t rns on coil. 

A =area of coil. 

H = aver ge field intensity. 

= nAH. 

f = ratio of any elongation of coil to the one next 
follovins, in damped perio ic motion. 

" = logarithmic decrement on open circuit. 

A. = logarithmic decrement (geners.l . 

T = period of coil. 

i - current. 

Q = quantity of electricity. 

e = electromotive force. 

r = resistance. 
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K =ballistic constant. 

k = current constant. 

¢=angle of steady deflection produced b current i. 

h (ll.) 

ll. ' 
A 

H(A)' 



SECTION I. GENERAL THEORY. 

Having in mind a galvanometer coil according to 

the specifications given on page 2, our first problem, 

on which all subsequent work is to be based, is to 

determine the differential equations of motion of such 

a coil under practica l conditions . Next, the solutions 

of these equations are to be found, and into them are to 

be introduced such special conditions as arise out of 

practice, in order to evaluate the integration constants. 

The differential e uationa hich we fin are of 

a common type, and their solution presents no difficulty. 

They have been used repeate ly in discuaaiona involving 

motion resulting from a force proportional to a displace

ment, with a resiatance proportional to the velocity; 

they have like iae been used in the treatment of alter

nating and oscillating current phenomena. ThiA section, 

there ore, ill present nothing hich is entirely original; 

the subject matter given is, ho ever, fun a ental, and is 
i nc.l1.1ded gi"eu for the sake of co )letenesa . 

The most general representation of the motion of 

the galv nometer coil is of the form 
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the right-hand member of the equation reducing to zero 

or a constant in the cases which will be considered in 

the preaent work. When f (t) = 0, the motion will be 

designated as "frae", in contradistinction to the motion 

resulting when a constant torque, F(t) = conat., is ap

plied to the moving system. In the above equation the 

damping coefficient 2f may be regarded as being composed 

of two parts: we may write 

where f 0 is the part of f which obtains when the coil is 

swinging on open circuit, and where r 1 is the additional 

part due to the generator action of the coil hen it is 

part of a closed circuit. In the former case, f 1 is, 

(1) 

(2) 

of course, zero. Thus, ith the designation given, f 0 

takes account of the air-damping and that due to eddy

currents. All current dampinJ, whet~er it be due to eddy 

currents or to currents established in the circuit o .:._ich 

the coil is a part as a result of the s ingins of the co l, 

is accurately proportional to the angular velocity of the 

coil; and air-damping is very closely so. 1 

101 .. Stewart, Phys.Rev., O.S., 16, 161, 1903; .?. 
ite, Phys.Rev., O.S., 19, 306, 1904; Klopsteg, Phys.Rev., 

N.S . , 2, 391, 1913. 
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A. Equations of Motion of the "Free" Coil.--Jhen 

f (t) = 0, one form of solution of equation (1) is 

C -pt) zE: , 

C1 and Cz being the constants of integration. Three 

particular cases are possible, corresponding to the 

three conditions, respectively: 

l) Ioq2)f2; 2) I q:a 
0 

- f2. - , 3) Ioq2< f2. 

Each of the cases will be treated separately; but the 

common initial conditions will be impose that, a. t the 

instant t = o, e = o, and e' = MQ/I 0 , the quantity Q 

(3) 

of electricity being supposed to be completely discharged 

through the coil iman infinitesimal interval of time. 

1) Dam~ed Periodic Motion.--When condition l) 

and the initial conditions mentioned are used to evalu

ate the integration constants, equation (3) becomes 

e = E:-at( Q/I 0 )(~ sin bt), (4) 

from which the angular velocity 
a e I = (-at ( Q/Io) (cos bt - b sin bt). (5) 

The time t 1 required by the coil to reach its first elonga

tion a1 , found by solving for t in (5) when 0' = 0, is 
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(6) 

subsequent consecutive maxima occur at nt1, 2nt1, ..... , 

the interval between two succe68 ive maxima being, therefore, 

n/b. Hence the period of the motion is 

T = 2n/b. 

This result is also deducible from the condition that 

e in equation (4) be zero. In this case the period is 

twice the time interval between two successive passages 

of the coil through its zero position. 

(7) 

If the values for t corresponding to the successive 

elongations a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , •.. , be substituted in (4), the 

values of these respective elongations are obtained; and 

it is found that the ratio 

a constant, which we may deaignate by p. The natural 

lo3arithm of p, which is an/b 1 is called the logarithmic 

decrement of the motion; i.e., 

A= log p = (a/b)n. 

Equations (7) and (9) give the useful relationship 

(8) 

(9) 
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T = 2A • 
a. 

Substitution in equation (9) of the values of a and b 

before given results in the relation 

A= 
TT 

If, in equation (7), f is placed equal to zero, we ob

tain 

T0 being the period of the undamped motion of the coil. 

Combining this withe uation (?), and making use of 

equation (11) in simplifying the result, we obtain 

T = T0 R = T0 h(A). 

2) Critically Damped Motion .--Thie type of mo

tion of the galvanometer coil has considerable practical 

importance, and has for this reason been treated by 

various ~orkers. Diesaelhorstl points out th~t at this 

boundary condition of da~ping the time of return of the 
i tr· }n coil from a given deflection tjr\ n of that deflection 

from the zero is shorter than for any other condition 

lnieeeelhorst, H., Ann.d.Phys., 9, 458, 1902. 
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of damping. He further shows that for a given instrument 

the maximum ballistic sensitivity occurs when p has a 

value of about 8, but that only 5 per cent. of the 

sensitivity is sacrificed when damping is made critical. 

It is held by this author that accuracy of ballistic 

readings is not secured unless the time of throw of the 

coil is at least 5 seconds; and he concludes from his 

deductions that, in order to combine in a given instru

ment the three desirable qualities of long time of throw, 

short time of return and high sensitivity, this instru

ment should have a period of about 30 seconds, and that 

it should be critically damped. He emphasizes the im

portance of having damping as nearly critical as it is 

possible to make it, showing by means of a curve that 

for small differences in damping in either direction 

from the critical value the time of return to within a 

negligible f raotion of the original deflection rapidly 

increases. 

It is the writer's experience that ballistic 

throwS; the time of which is lees than two second9:_,are 

still determinable with accuracy; and in hie opinion 

a galvanometer of 12 seconds' period is a more useful 

instrument, other things being equal, than one of 30 
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seconds' period, on account of the saving of time in expsr

iment~ which may be effected by the former. In a discus

sion of a paper read before the American Institute of 

Electrical Engineers, Sheldon1 mentions using a Weston 

round pattern voltmeter with the resistance cut out as 

a. ballistic galvanometer for determining hysteresis 

curves, and Stewart2 and Ganz3 give results showing 

the proportionality of throws obtained from Weston 

instruments with quantities of electricity discharged 

through them. Stewart, in the paper cited, sho s in a 

theoretical treatment that in the case of critical damp-

ing throws and quantities producing them; this can be 

shown more directly4 , not only for the case of critical 

damping, but for slightly damped and overdamped motions 

as well. 

For the case of critical damping, then, corres-

12 

ponding to the condition I 0 q2 = f 2 , we have 

9 = (MQ/I 0 )t€-at, (14) 

and the angular velocity at the instant t is 

9 1 = (MQ/I0 )(1 - at)€-at. 

lProc. Am. Inst. E. E., 17, 15, 1900. 
~Stewart, O .. , Phys. Rev., 16, 158, 1903. 

Ganz, A. F., Science, ar. 3, 1905. 
4Klopsteg, M.A. Thesis, Minn., 25, 1913. 

(15) 



From equation (15) we find the time of throw to be 

3) Overdamped Motion.--Thia case, correspondi ng 

t o the condition tha t I 0 q 2 < f 2 has little applica tion 

in galvanomet;ry. The equations are 

13 

(16) 

9 = (MQ/I0 )€-at(l/2~){€ ~t - £- ~t), (17) 

wh i ch may also be written 

e = (MQ/I0 ) €-at(~ sinh ~t). (lS) 

The angular velocity at the instant t is 

e• = (MQ/!0 )€-at(cosh (.)t - ~ sinh ~t), (19) 

and the instant at which it becomes zero is 

ti = 1/0 tanh-1 ()/a. 

A comparison of the last three equations with equations 

(4), (5) and (6), respectively, shows their forms to be 

similar, the only differences being that in the equations 

for damued neriodic motion the circular functions are re-... .. 
placed by the corresponding hyperbolic functions, and b 

is replaced by G. 

B. Equations of Motion of the Coil under the In

fluence of a Tor ue Arising from a Steady Current.--The 

differential equation representing the relation between 

(20) 



the various torques acting upon the coil at any instant 

is obtained by putting the right-hand member of equation 

(1) equal to Mi, the steady turning moment applied to 

the coil when the constant current i traverses its turns. 

Again, as in the case of the free coil, three solutions 

of the differential equation are possible, corresponding 

to the same three conditions enumerated on page 8. Only 

the first two of these cases will be treated, namely 

the conditions of dam_ed periodic and critically damped 

motions; and in each of these cases the initial con

ditions will be introduced that at the instant t = 0, 

e = 0 and 0' = 0, to evaluate the constants of integra

tion. 

1) I 0 q2 > f 2 : Damped Periodic Motion.-- The 

equations for angular position and angular velocity, re

spectively, at the instant t, are 
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e = (Mi/q2 )(1 - €-at(cos bt +:sin bt)], (21) 

and e' = ( i/q2 )€-at(a2 /b + b) sin bt. (22) 

The motion described by equation (21) has a period and 

logarithmic decrement given by equations (7) and (9), 

respectively, the same as in the case of the free coil. 

As t increases without limit, e assumes the value i /q2 • 



2) I 0 qa =fa: Critically Damped Motion .--In steady 

deflection work with the galvanometer this case has im

portance because of the convenience of manipulation; in 

fact, it is practically the only satisfactory condition 

of damping for a galvanometer to be used as a deflect:on 

instrument. We have, for this condition, 
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and 

e = (~i/qa)(l - (-at), 

9 , = ( i/q2)£-at. 

(23) 

(24) 



SECTION II. RELATIONS BETWEEN DAMPING AND-RESISTANCE. 

A. Derivation from Periodic Motion.--Suppoae 

the galvanometer coil to be part of a circuit the total 

resistance of which is r1 , and that the coil is startvd 

swinging. The value of f 1 in equation (2) may then be 

expressed as M2 /2r1 . Using equation (7) to express the 

values of f and f 0 in terms of the corresponding logarith

mic decrements on closed and open circuit, respectively, 

equation (2) may be written 

2AI0 /T + ~2/2r1 = 2A1I0 /T1 , 

where T represents the period on open circuit, corres

ponding to the logarithmic decrement A, and T1 is the 

period on closed circuit of resistance r1 , to hich 

corresponds the logarithmic decrement a1 . Equation 

(25) 
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(13) enables us to express (25) as 

2T0 /4I0 = (Ai' - A1 )r1 , (26) 

from hich we see that the resistance in the circuit and 

the difference between the "modified" logarithmic dec

rements (see general notation) on closed and open circuit, 

respectively, are inversely proportional. Consequently, 

with a given coil, we ha~e 
(27) 



Theoretically, we should be able, with the aid of equation 

(27), to measure resistances of any value whatsoever above 

that value at which damping becomes critical, by a com

parison method. A formula has been givenl for the measure

ment of high resistances by a method of damping, in which 

a moving coil galvanometer is used. The formula differs 

from that of equation (27) in details only. It is to be 

noticed that if, in equation (27) all the A's are small, 

the primes may be dropped, in which case the formula given 

by Starling results. 

The galvanometer coil being a part of the circui~, 

the resistance of the instrument is involved in the r's 

occurring in formu~a (27). Thia might suggest replacing 

r 1 by r 1 1+G, and rz by rz'•G, and solvi~g for G, the 

galvanometer resistance; the primed r's represent ex

ternal resistances. iith this modification the formula 

might be used for obtaining the galvanometer resistance 

in terms of t o kno n resistances, and the corresponding 

logarithmic decrements. The objection to the method is 

that the right-hand member of such a formula solved for 

G is expressed as the differences bet een small quantities, 

leading to a large probable error in the result. Thia 

method, employing an experimental curve instead of the 

equation, however, is given by Zeleny2 . His value of 

lstarling, Electricity and Magnetism, p . 260. 
2zeleny, A., Phys . Rev ., Que., 23, 420, 1906. 
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a/b may be shown to be identically that of r1/r2 of equa

tion (27). 

B. Derivation from Critically Damped Motion.-

The condition for critical damping yields another substi

tution which may be made in equation (2). Remembering 

that now !oq2 = f 2 , and that, from equation (12) this 

ia equal to 2nI0 /T0 , equation (2) becomes 

18 

(28) 

which, upon simplification in a manner similar to that used 

in connection with equation (27), becomes 

M310 /4I0 = r 0 (n - A'), (29) 

where r 0 represents the total resistance in the circuit ~or 

which damping becomes critical. Analogous to (27) there 

results 
(30) 

This equation, by the use of the modification above 

suggested, would ap~ear, theoretically, to adapt itself 

better to the determination of the galvanometer resistance 

than a method in which all the logarithmic decrements 

are small . In the present inst· nee e should be using 

comparison resistances of the same order of magnitude 

as the galvanometer resistance, thus making the probable 



error in the measurement smaller. Thie ia indeed the case; 

but experiment shows another source of error, not so great 

as the other, perhaps, but still too large to n.ake this a 

method of precision measurement of galvano~eter resistance. 

It will be noticed that, in this manipulation, one of the 

quantities to be determined would be the external resist~nce 

in series with the galvanometer to render damping exact-

ly critical. Experience indicates that, 1hen dampin& is 

nearly critical, it is invariably overestimated, which 

means that in a direct determin&tion of external resistance 

for critical damping by direct observation of the motion 

of the coil, the value of the resistance is invariably 

made considerably larger than it should be; in the writer •s 

experience this excess averages apout 7 per cent. 

There is, however, an application of equation (3~) 

which is of great utility; it is suggested by hat has been 

said in the preceding paragr~ph in regard to one's inabil

ity to judge ·hen critical damping obtains. The ap

plication is to the determination of the external re

sistance hich will render the motion of the coil just 

aperiodic. In certain experiments it is im~erative to 

have the resistance accurately adjusted to prod ce this 

boundary condition of damping. ennerl describes a 

1 enner, F., Phys. Rev., O.S., 22, 192, 1906. 
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graphical method to accomplish the purpose which, in 

the writer's experience is accurate to about 5 per 

cent. at beet, but which is useful when exactly 

critically damped motion is not necessarily a desid

eratum. Jaegerl gives a formula for finding the 

critical damping resistance in terms of logarithmic 

decrements and periods which is reducible to the 

form of equation (30), but which, in the forn! given, 

is rather cumbersome in its application. 

In a later section of this paper an application 

of equation (27) will be made, in connection with the 

determination of ballistic constants on closed circuit; 

advantage is taken of the possibility of finding, by 

means of this equation, a logarithmic decrement corres

ponding to some predetermined resistance. Such a com uta

tion is much simplified by the use of tables giving 

values of h(A), permitting the value of A' to be easily 

determined. 2 

C. Derivation from Overdamped Motion.-- Thie 

relation, based on equation (17), is the develo ent 

- ---
lJaeger, G., ZS.f.Instrk., 23, 261, 1903. 
2Kohlraasch, 12th ed., p. 726. 
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of a suggestion in a paper by Joneal indicating a simple 

relationship betVJeen resistance in a galvanometer circuit 

of which the coil is overdamped and time of change of 

angular position of the coil by. a certain amount. 

For large values of t, in particular for the value, 

let us say t 0 , equation (17) may be written with euffici t 

accuracy 

and at a still later instant, say t 0 + r, 

The ratio of e2 to 91 is 

R = £ (a-~)T , 

or, rewritin~ the e uation in logarithmic form, expanding 

21 

~, and solving for T, (31) 

r = (log R)/(q2 /2aI 0 ). 

Here we have neglected higher po1ers of 2 /2aI 0 , or q2 /2f, 

since, in overdamped motion f is large in comparison with 

q2 . Rememberin~ that in thia case that part off hich 

is due to the generator action of the coil is large in 



comparison with f 0 , the part which obtains when the coil 

swings on open circuit, and remembering that for this 

reason r, the resistance in the circuit is inversely 

proportional to f, we deduce from (31) that 

rr = constant. 

Let r be composed of the external resistance r' and the 

galvanometer resistance G. Then, from (32), if r' in 

the first case is zero, 

or, 

This equation should be directly applicable to 

the determination of galvanometer resistsnce to a fair 

degree of approximation. From the develop ent it is 

seen that r 1 is the time of "creep" of the overdamped 

coil from some angle e1 to some smaller angle--any 

angle whatever--say e2 , when the galvanometer is short

circui ted; and that r 2 is the time of creep over the 

same angle when the external resistance r' is inserted 

in the circuit with the coil. The conditions to be 

fulfilled are complied with in the ordinary ballistic 

galvanometer: rather weak control, and small damping on 

open circuit. 
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D. Experimental.--To subject equations (27) and 

(30) to experimental teat, observations were taken upon 

galvanometers in connection with work which will be 

mentioned in Secs. 5 and 8 of this paper. For the 

present the statement may be made that the results 

show the equations to hold for the ordinary galvanometer 

with an accuracy of about 0.2 per cent. 

Equation (33) was teated with a Leeds and Tortbrup 

type P galvanometer, a resistance box and a stop watch. 

The resistance of the galvanometer was first measured ~ith 

a Wheatstmne bridge, and found to be 128.7 ohrus. The time 

interval determined in each of the cases tabulated belo 

was that required, after a thro: of 20 cm., by the coil 

to "creep" from 15 cm. down to 1. 5 en.. In the thi·rd colunin 

of the table are given the results obtained from sets 2 and 

23 

1, 3 and 1, 4 and 1, respectively, when used in equat on (33). 

Obs. ·-o. r' T G 

1 0 29.71 -----
2 50.0 21.50 130.9 

3 100.0 16.82 130.6 

4 150.0 13.84 130.9 



SECTION III. APPLICATION OF THE DAMPED COIL TO 

THE MEASUREMEFT OF UGNETIC FIELDS: 

I . THEORETICAL. 

A. Derivation from Periodic Motion.--From 

equation (26) we may write directly 

where C represents the constant for any particular coil, 

~o9Io/nA· In the above equation r1 is expressed in 

ohma. T0 , the period of the undamped coil is, for any 

particular value of the magnetic field, a constant; and 

if it ere not for the magnetic impuritiea1 in the coil, 

which are invariably resent, this factor ~ight be in-

eluded in C. The equation was developed for re ial 

fields; but so long as the angle of vibration of the 

coil is smaller than that which corresponds to a 

deflection of 10 cm. on a scale at 50 cm. fron the 

mirror , the error in applyin the form~la to parallel 

fields is less than 0 . 5 per cent., theoreticall . 

lzeleny, A., Phys .Rev., o.s., 32, 297, 1911 . 
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B. Derivation from Conditions for Critical 

Damping .--The equation for this case follo s directly 

from equation (29), the form betng similar to that of 

(34). Solving (29) for H, 

H = c A ~0 (n - A'), 
'V "To 

where C has the same value as in the preceding equation. 

Without going into this case further, it may be 

stated that equation (35) is not suited to accurate 

measurements of field intensity because it involves a 

determination of r 0 , the resistance in the galvanometer 

coil circuit at which damping is exactly critical. The 

difficulty of doing this directly was pointed out on 

page 19 of this paper. 

II. EXPERI.JE""TAL. 

The constant C which enters into equation (34) 

may be found by direct observation of the uantities in

volved. Another method wtich suggests itself is to 

apply (34) to the measurement of a known magnetic field, 

and to find C from these observations; this ould reduce 

the measurement by means of the equation to one of com-

parison. 

25 
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To test the accuracy of the method of equation (34) 

the values obtained by its use for a series of magnetic 

field intensities were compared with the results of 

determinations of the same intensities by the ballistic 

method . 

For the purpose of obtaining a variable field 

of known intensity, an electromagnet with large plane 

pole pieces was used. The field intensity corresponding 

to any particular value of the magnetizing current ·as 

first measured by the ballistic method with a teat coil 

of 10 sq . cm. area and having 30 turns. The coil was 

placed, in its mounting, between the poles of the electro

magnet, and was, by means of a spring, snapped through a 

half revolution hen a release was operated. Thro s 

from the teat coil were compared ith thro a obtained 

from a standard mutual inductance coil, the coefficient 

of hich had been accurat.tely determined. The primary 

current in the comparison coil was measured 

of a standard resistance and potentiometer. 

y means 

In order to 

obtain a definite strength of field with a given curre!t 

the magnet was, at the beginning of any determination, 

subjected to several cycles of hysteresis, after which the 

current was increased. The demagnetizing current necessary 

to overcome the coercive force of the iron as accurately 

determined, so that zero field could be obtained at will. 
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The magnetization curve was carefully drawn to a large 

scale , and fro~ it were taken the values of the field 

intens i ty with which the results of the damped coil 

method were compared . 

For the coil with which the measurements ere ma e 

according to the formula, a Leeds and Northrup alvanometer 

coil of 121 , 7 ohms resistance 1ae used. This was sus

pended in a brass case with a glass front by means of 

the usual phosphor bronze suspensions, using for the upper 

suspension a 1.5- mil strip. The coil had 395~rns, ith 

mean dimensions 4 . 85 x 1 . 69 cm . , and ith a moment of 

inertia of 3 . 2o c.g . e. units. The value of the factor 

C as 34 . 80. 

The values obtained by the t o methods for fiel · 

intensi t y of different magnetic fields ran ing u to 

1500 gausses are given in the last t o col ne of 

Table 1. The agreement, considering the f ct th t the 

ballist ic measurements may be in error by abo t . 5 .er 

cent. , is aeen to be good; for ost o the alues i is 

ithin one percent . 
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(To follo ·page 27) 

Field Intensity 
Masn. To " t rl A1' Eq. (34) Balli t. 

Current thd. 

0 . 0998 7 . 948 . 01102 121.7 . 01170 3.40 4 . 4 

0 . 1199 7 . 945 . 01101 121 . 7 .02242 14.54 16 . 5 

0.1885 7 . 967 .01128 121 . 7 .1872 57 . 0 57.0 

0 . 263 7 . 974 .01190 621.7 .1277 104.5 105 . 7 

0.332 7 . 948 . 01278 1,122 .1399 147.4 148.5 

0 .414 7 . 890 . 01413 1,622 .1747 199.8 199.0 

0 . 566 7.478 .01742 3,500 .1708 294 . 7 295 

0.983 6.913 . 03060 10,000 .2026 548 . 5 542 

1 . 421 6.428 . 04614 20,000 .2079 780 770 

1.854 6 .128 .06196 40,000 .1800 966 964 

2.350 5 . 891 .07769 50,000 .2025 1,133 1,143 

3 . 500 5 .630 . 09800 100,000 .1892 1,400 1,405 

4 . 330 5 . 503 .10678 100,000 . 2129 1,528 1,503 

Table 1. 



SECTION IV. CALCULATION OF IRE SIZE FOR DAMPING RECTATGLE. 

It has been p_ointed out on page 19 that Yhen a 

galvanometer is used for deflection work, the resistance 

in the circuit may be so adjusted as to make damping 

critical. It is desirable, in fact almost imperative, 

to have this condition of damping, but it is not al-

ways expedient to shunt the coil with a resistance, for 

this may greatly diminish the sensitivity of the 

instrument . The alternative is to attach to the coil 

a rectangle of copper wite of such size that, with the 

conditions which obtain in the circ it, the additional 

damping due to the rectangle shall render the motion of 

the coil just aperiodic. In this · no sensitivity is 

sacrificed in bringing about the boundary condition of 

damping. hen the resistance in the galvanometer circuit 

is high, many timea as great as that of the alvanometer 

resistance, the logarith ic decre~ent ill be practically 

the same as that on open eircuit, and the damping rectar.gle 

to produce critical damping on open circuit ma! be employed. 

hen, however, the resistance is diminished, so ae to 

increase appreciably the logarithmic decrement, the ire 
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size of the rectangle to be selected must be smaller 

than before, since less additional damping is required. 

In the following discussion a method is to be outlined 

which will enable one to select a rectangle of that 

particular wire size which will bring about the desired 

result under the conditions of the experiment . 

re shall, in the first place, suppose the num

ber of turns on the coil to be given; this nun.ber is 

obtainable from the manufacturers, who keep a record 

of the data on each coil manufactured by them. Let 

it be assumed that a single closed turn of the ean.e 

mean area and of the same moment of inertia as the coil 

replaces the latter, and that the resistance of this 

single turn is r 0 • Then we have, by equation (29), 

AaH2To 

where r 0 is expressed in ohms, and A0 represents the 

logarithmic decrement of the coil in the circuit in 

which it is to be used. If D is the dia eter o~ the 

ire to be used, S its specific resistance, l nd w 

(36) 

the length and width, respectively, of the rectangle 

--this, in general, will be the length and 1idth, respect

ively, of the coil--~e may also write 
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= 8S(l+wl 
ro 

Combining the last two equations, and making use of 

the relation expressed in equation (26), we find 

30 

(37) 

(38p 

When A0 ' ie small in comparison with n, which is the case 

with some galvanometers when the resistance in the circuit 

is very high, and which also holds true in many ballistic 

instruments, equation (38) sim.lifies to v BS{l+w) 
D = nr (A ' - A1 ) l 1 

Discussion and Experimental Test.--The rectangle 

for which the wire aixe is given by equations (38) or 

(39), when attached to the for;ard edge of the coil, is 

in a weaker magnetic field than is the mean tur. of the 

coil, since it is displaced forward froffi that position 

by several millimeters . In a number of instrun:ents the 

ratio of the field intensities at the t o positions men-

(39) 

tioned as determined, and the a erage value foun ~s 

1.30 . Thia, of course, ought to be determined for each 

individual instrument, if the boundary condition of dampin~ 

is to be attained with exactness . The value of D found 



should be multiplied by this ratio. 

It should be observed that the addition of the 

mass of the rectangle to that of the coil has the effect 

of slightly increasing I 0 • The effect of this added 

mass, assuming it to be of such kind as not to · influence 

damping, would be to diminish both 4J._and A to a alight 

degree. The difference between the two quantities 

enters under the radical sign, indicatin~ that the 

error from this source should be small. Practically, 

one is also limited in his selection to the standard 

wire sizes, which adrr.ita of some variation in D. 

To determine the effect of the increased maee of 

the coil, brou 0 ht about by the addition of the rectangle, 

an experirr.ent iaa tried in hich an "open' rectangle 

of the ire size given by the formula as attached to 

the coil. A redetermination of D gave a slightly if

ferent value, not sufficiently different, ho ever, to 

necessitate using a differe t ire gauge. 
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SECTION V. DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR BALLISTIC CONSTANTS. 

A. Theoretical. 

It has been shownl that whatever the condition 

of damping in a moving coil galvanometer, the throws 

of the coil are proportional to the quantity of elec

tricity producing them. The proportionality factor, 

or ballistic constant, which is the factor by which the 

throws are to be ffiultiplied to give the quantity, may 

be found directly with accuracy by discharging a quantity 

from some standard device through the instrullient and 

noting the throw. The theory developed in Section I 

of this paper yields a number of equations for the 

ballistic constant in terms of quantities easily determin

able, from which the factor is accurately obtainable; 

this obviates the necessity of using stand rd devices, 

hich are not always at and. The equatioTJa mentione 

ill be developed in this section. Of these equat:ona, 

(43), (44) and (51) are not original with the author; 

especially equation (44) is developed in ffiOSt manuals 

lKlopsteg, ~A.Thesis, inn., 1913. 
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of electrical measurements. They are here included for 

the sake of completen~sa. 

1. Damped Periodic Motion.--Substitution of 

equation (6) in equation (4) gives the value a1 of the 

first elongation of the coil resulting from the instan

taneous discharge of the quantity of electricity Q. Thus, 

a -1 b - - tan -
al = Vloq2 E: b a . Q, (40) 

showing, from the definition previously given, that the 

ballistic constant is, for electromagnetic units of 
/ 

quantity per radian, 
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K' 
3. -1 b 
~an -E:o· a. (41) 

Thie is the general formula, the factors in hich are 

not readily found experimentally; the e uation must 

therefore be put into practicable form. 

In the first place, reference to equation (9) . 
shows that the exponential in equation (41) is identically 

p~ tan-1 i , t his is the correction for dampir.g, and holas 

true for all values of the logarithmic decre ent. 1 Con

sequently the differe.t methods of obta~ning the value 

of the ballistic constant are eeseLtially met' ode for 

the experimental deternination of1I 0 q2 / • 

1Klopsteg, Phys. Rev., N. S., 7, , 1916. 



a) First Method .--When the coil, carrying the 

current i , ie in equilibrium at the angular position 

¢, Mi = q 2 ¢; hence the current constant k, which we 

shall suppose to be expressed in amperes per cen

timeter, is equal to q 2 /M . Applying this relation 

and equation (13) to (41), we obtain 

~ 
M = 

Tk 
2nh(A) 

with the resulting formula for the ballistic constant in 

coulombs per centimeter, 

Tk i tan-l ~ 
K = 2TT~(A) pTT 

or, for alight damping, 

Tables for the evaluation of the damping factor in (43) 

and of h(~) for particular values of A are given in the 

t elfth edition of Kohlrauech, Lehrbuch der praktischen 

Physik, page 723 . 

b) Second ethod.--Taking from e uation (12) 

the value of ifi;c2 in terms of moment of ine tia an 
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(43) 

(.44) 



undamped period of the coil, and from equation (26) 

the value of M, te find, upon inserting them in equation 

(41),1 and applying equation (13), 
1 E: -K = npl/n tan - n/A Ioh_!-. __ . 

107r1T(A1 •-/\•) 

In this equation A represents the logari thn;ic decrement 

under the conditions under which the galvanometer is to 

be used. A1 ' and /\ 1 have been explained in connection 

with equation (25). When the galvanometer is to be 

used on open circuit, A=/\; and han da~pir-g on open 

circuit is small, /\ 1= /\; the preceding equation may 

then be written 

In both equations ( 45) and ( 46) the value ot the constant 

is given in coulombs per radian. 

c) Thir ·ret10d.--The v lue of m9.y b taken 

from equation (29) instea. of from (26), as in the pre

ceding derivation. The fornulae analo-oue to (45) an 

(46) are then 

and 
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(46) 

(47) 

lprese~te1 before Americ~n hysic~- Society, Dec,1913. 
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when A and are both small, 

(48) 

2 . Critically Damped ~otion .--To fini the general 

ex:iression for the ballistic constant in this caae, we 

proceel as before, for perio.ic motion . S·bot.tution of 

e uation (16) in (14) ~ives the va:ue of the t_ro 

from ·vVhich 

A comparison of (50) with (41) in~icatea that in the 

criticall y damped case the formulae for th~ b~llietic 

constant ill be identic~l ith those of the corre pon -

ing methods in the case of perio ic ot ' on, exce.t that 

t e mping factor in the latter is re.laced by(, it 

value for the boun1ary con'ition of damping . e may 

therefore ~rite at once, correaponding to equatio~e 

(43), (45) and (47), respectively, 

Tof:k 
c = tc(k = -z:rr-

i ven n coulo. bs per centi~eter hen k is ex.resee in 

amperes per cent:!neter . 

(49) 

(50) 



I 0 h(f..) 
io7r0 T(;-_- -/..-;) 

or, if /.. is small compared with TI, 

~ 
Kc= f.V~i. 

c 

3. Calculation of Ballistic Constant on Close 

Circuit.--Equations (41) and (50) show that, for given 

galvanometer, the ballistic constant varies only wit: the 

damping factor. /hen, there: ore, t e disc 1._:?'."g es to· be 

measured take place in simple circuit, the alv· no~e~er 
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(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

not being shunted, the equations develo.ed in this section 

are directly applicable; the d~m_ing factor is determined 

from the logari th1 .ic decreme:it correepond:S..ng to the re-

oiatance in the circuit. 

From the above conei eration a useful rela tion 

is obtaine~ by taking the ratio bet·een the co ~tants 

corresponding, respectively, to t o dif erent conditions 

of damping. e then have 

K = l 

l -1 TI 
pi'f t::n _ ~l 

Ko 1 -1 'T"f ' 
pTf tan 

(55) 





B. Experimental. 

Equations (48) and (54), on account of the dif

ficulty of making a direct determination of the critical 

damping resiat~nce, will not give reliable values for the 

ballistic constant; it was therefore considered super

fluous to subject them to experiiliental verification. 

Equation (44) with a modification will be discussed at 

greater length in the next section of this paper. The 

experiments here to be described are upon formulae (46) 

and (55) in p rticular. 

To apply equation (46), a galvanometer of the 

Usual kind as used, wit~ an upper suapenaion consisting 

of a 1.5-mil phosphor bronze strip. The period of the 

coil was 14.087 seconds, and its moment of inertia, found 

by comparison of its period, when suepende by a phos

phor bronze wire, with that of an accurately turned 

braes disk of about the same mass sueuen ed by the , . 
same fiber, was 3.252 c.g.s. units. The logarithrr.ic 

decrement on open circuit ~as 0 . 0384. Four different vrl

ues of r 1 were taken, namely 5000, 8000, 10,000, and 15,000 

ohms, to vhich corresponded, respectively, the four values 

of A1 ': 0 3319, 0.2212, 0.1848, 0.1358. The resulting 

values of the b lliatic constant in coulombs per radian 

were 1 . 270, 1.271, 1.271, 1.272, all multiplied oy 10-5 . 
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The constant so determined wa.s used in finding the c :pac

i ty of a mica condenser, whic~ was charged from a standard 

cell and discharged through the instrument. The value 

for the capacity was found to be 0.4960 microfarad; the 

capacity of the same condenser is given as 0.4656, ob

tained by Anderson's method of comparison with a aelf

inductanc~ coil, the coefficient of which is kno'm 

from a Bureau o§ Standards determination. Thus an 

agreement of 0 .1 per cent. is indicated. 

Another teat of the s9.me formul was made in the 

follo~ing manner: Each of two observera, K and Z, de

termined the constant of another gslvanometer, the former 

by the method of equation (46), the latter b means of 

a standard condenser. K use the ordinary scale attache 

to the instrument, while Z used a straight scale nd 

telescope at~ greater distance from the instrument. 

The value found by K as 2.520 x 10-5, th~t obtained by 

Z, 2.521 x 10-5 coulomb per radian. Thie close agree

ment must not, however, be taken to indic~te the relia

bility of the method. From a large number of such com

parative determinations hi.ch the author has made upon 

various instruments, the reliability may be stated as 

0.15 percent. 
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Equation (55) was teated by finding K0 by means 

of a standard condenser, and determining A on open 

circuit in the usual manner, and then findin3 A1 for 

the closed circuit of 4000 ohms resistance; this 

resistance was that of the galvanometer, of one of the 

coils of a standard mutual inductance, and of a resist-

ance box, connected in series. The resulting value of K1 

found by the formula was 1.476 x lo-7 coulombs per cm. 

Throws obtai~ed by breaAing the primary circuit of the 

inductance coil, which was carrying an accurately measured 

current, gave a value for the constant of 1.473 x 10-7 . 

A teat of the method for finding the constant 

in the case of critical d~mping produced by the proper 

amouht of resistance in the circuit ith the coil 

amounts essentially to a test of e uation (30) . The 

results of such a test are given in Sec. VIII . 
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SEC. VI. ON THE CURRENT-.DEFLECTION METHOD FOR DETERMINING 

BALLISTIC CONSTANTS OF MOVING COIL GALVANOMET~RS , 

ITH A NOTE ON THE NON-UNIFORMITY OF MAG-

NETIC FIELDS- IN SUCH INSTRUMENTS. 

A. Theoretical. 

The determination of the quantities involved in 

equations (43) and (44) is easily accomplished; and sim

ple apparatus, found in any laboratory, is used. Let 

k in these equations be expressed in amperes per centi

meter; in terms of the symbols, i/d. 

Objection to the Use of 1< as 6rdinarily 

Determined, and Proposal of Modified !ethod .--It seems 

that these equations are not commonly. eed, except for 

instructional purposes in connection ith the theory 

of the ballistic galvanometer, the presumable reason 

being that the values which it gives for the constant 

are not often in agreement with thos~ given by other 

metho a, the difference amounting fro a fraction of 

one percent. to as much as three or four percent., 

even when the work is carefully done. The major part 
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of the error when damping is small occurs in the value 

of k; with stronvdamping, large errors are as likely to 

occur in A anct in k. To this latter point reference 

will be made later. The formulae presuppose ideal 

conditions as to uniformity of field and symmetry of 

position of the coil with respect to the magnet; these 

conditions are far from being r~ized in most galvanom

eters, as has previously been indic1ted by the writer1 , 

and as will be shown at greater length in this paper. 

Since, ordinarily, the field is by no means uniform, the 

value of k is not truly constant, but depends upon the 

angular position of the coil. 

The value of k to be used in the formulae is the 

value hich depends upon the average field intensity at 

the null position of the coil, hich, of course, is the 

position occupied by the coil at the instant the dis

charge passes through it. Thie faot suggests that it 

might lead to greater accuracy if, instead of producing 

a given de.lection from the ordinary null position by 

means of a current, one ere to produce a deflection 

by turning the torsion head f rok hich the coi_ is 

suspended through a cert in an~le, and then to determine 

the current necessary to bring the coil bac~ to its 

lphys. Rev., f.S., 5, 266, 1915. 
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null position. The coil would then evidently be in the 

very position in the field hich it occupies at the 

moment of the ballistic impulse. The question at once 

arises whether the current constant should, with this 

manipulation, have the s~me value as that which would 

be obtained by the ordinary method if the field were 

truly uniform; for it is evident that in this procedure 

the spiral lower suspension would, when the coil were 

returned to its null position, be in the same condition 

of strain as it was before the coil was deflected by 

turning the torsion head. 

To investigate this point, we may proceed as 

follows: Let i 1 and 12 , respectively, be the currents 

through the coil equivalent to the torque per unit angle 

of the upper and lower suspensions; and let the upper 

torsion head be turned through an angle d0 (in terms 

of centimeters on the circular scale), producing an angu-

las deflection d of the coil. Then 

i 2d = i 1 (d0 - d), 

from which 

d = i 1d0 /(i1+i2). 

Nov let a current i be sent through the coil, just suf

ficient to bring it back to the original nul. position; 

since the lower suspension is now free from strain, 
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i = i 141; consequently 

k = i1 + iz· 

The same result follows when the assumption is made 

that the lower suspension is given sufficient twist to 

produce the deflection d of the coil. By twisting 

either suspension, therefore, the restoring couple of the 

system remains unchanged. This leads to the important 

conclusion in connection with the usual conditionl of 

the suspensions in galvanometers, that within limits, 

no matter what the condition of strain of the suspensions 

at the null position, the elastic constant of the sue-

pensions is the same as though the suspensions were free 
2 from strain. 

b. Precautio~s to be Observed in Determining k 

by the Propof aed Method. --In de~ermining the current 

constant by the modified method, one source of error 

should be kept in mind, namely, that in moat instru

ments--unleae special attention is paid to this point-

the prolonged axis of the coil does not pass through the 

point of attachment of the upper suspension. Thia may, 

lThia condition being that, at the null position 
of the coil, one of the suspensions is twisted, neces
sitating a t~iet of the other suspension in the opposite 
direction for equilibrium. 

2Pealing (Phil. ag . 29, 203 1915) shows that 
"bifilar effect" of a phosphor bronze ribbon is negligible 
in its effect upon the elastic tor ue constant. 
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for example, be due to a bent terminal, or to eccentricity 

of the torsion head. When the torsion head has bee~ turned 

through a certain angle and the coil brought back to zero 

deflection by means of a suitable current, the position 

of the coil is·usually not identical wit~ the original 

null position, but may be shifted into a region of the 

field at which the intensity differs appreciably from 

that at the original null . The current constant ill 

then be affected by an error proportional to the dif

ference between the field intensities at the two posi

tions. The error fro~ this cause, for a given angular 

displacement of the coil, is leas with an upper suepen

aion having a large torsional monent than ith a fiber 

of ~hich the torque is small; for in the latter case the 

upper torsion head mus-: be turned through a larger angle 

to produce a given de~lection of the coil than in the 

former . The gain in accuracy is, ho ever, offset by the 

smaller sensitivity with a stiff upper suspension. It 

should therefore be observed, particularly w1en a galvan

ometer ~ith weak control is being used,tha.t the upper 

suspension be as nearly coicident with the vertical 

axis of symmetry of the instrument , and the coil as 

near the ideal position, as careful levelling can brin: them. 
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Another precaution to be observed is that of 

usi~g the proper value of the logarithmic decrement 

c orrecponding to a given throw, especially when there 

is considerable damping; since the logarithmic decre

ment is not conatant, 1 its value must be determined for 

any given amplitude . A method for doing thia is des

cribed in the experimental part of this section. 

B. Experimental. 

1. Teats on uniformity of magneti c field. 

a. By ~eana of Current Senaitivity.--An experi

ment was first carried out for the purpose of gaining 

some idea as to ho~ inhomogeneity of the magne~ic field 

may affect current sensitivity; more particularly, how 

it may affect the accuracy of k as found by the propose 

method when there is eccentricity in the upper torsion hea 

A 3-mil phosphor bronze strip upper suspension 

as selected with termi ~1al wires such a.a are provided. 

by the manufacturers, about 8 mm . long. The upper ter

minal wire was bent slightly in or er to rod· ce the 

eccentricity before mentioned. The shift is represented 

by the radius iniicated in the dotted circle A' of Fig. 1, 

lPeirce, B. O., Contributions from the Je feraon 
Physical Laboratory, 6, 64, 1908. 
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the actual radius being about 2mm . The figure gives a 

viaw from above of tae coil in the magnetic field. 

and S are the poles, B tne soft iron core, and C the coil 

which carries the mirror • . If the plane of t~e coil 

is kept parallel with the ori~inal position hile the 

upper torsion heai i s turne through 360 degrees, the 

horizontal projection of t.e axis of the coil describes 

the circle A' 

the circles 

hile the mid-points of the sides eacribe 

, A, each equal to A'. The experiment as 

carried out by turning the upper torsion he d throu h 

small angle and sending s fficient curre~t throu h t' e 

coil to bring it b-ck to the nul- readi~g. The angle 

as reai on a large diviue ci cle att che to t.e torsion 

he d, and the current waa ete= ined by me ns of a po-

te~tiometer. mhe procee3 3 the~ repeate a au. ·c:e.t 

number of times to ma.Ke a complete excurs:on about t• e 

circles A, A' , A. Curve A, Fig. 2, is the gr ~ic 1 

r~ault of thes observations . The abeciss a of t is curve 

are in terms of degrees h'ch t e radius dr n in A' 

made ith an arbitrary initi-1 pos:t·on. T e higher 

second maximUl!l of t:e coil indicates th tat this po

aition t~e coil as force into a still e Ker field 

than at the first maximum , posai· ly b alight buckli -
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of the upper suspension . By taking different initial 

positions of the coil, one can at will shift the maxima 

horizontally; and by tilting the instrument forward or 

back slightly , the sensitivity for any one position of 

the coil is changed. 

Curve B, Fig. 2, show the results obtained 

hen the suspension terminals were very short, ao as 

to admit of no such eccentricity as in the case of curve 

A. Again, by tilting the instrument for~ rd or back, it 

iS possible to vary the constant within fairly wide 

limits; but no marked change of sensitivity results 

merely from twisting the upper suspension. • ithin the 

limits of tbe scale at 50 cm. the chan6e is impeTcept

ible. This go a to show that the elastic const nt of t:e 

suspensions is, within the limits of observational accur

acy and at the elong· tio s or inarily used, unchanged 

by twisting. 
Similar results were obtained ith a 1.5-mil str 

suspension, with the difference that the maxima and mini .a 

in the sensitivity curve aho:ed no such variation as in

dic· ted in curve A for the heavier sua~enaion. 

b . By Means of Ballistic Sensitivity.-- The 

results of the preceding experiment make it seem prob-
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able that the differences which one frequently observes 

in the ballistic throws1 of an instrument with equal 

quantities of electricity but in opposite directions 

from the same null point may be ascribed to the non-uni

f ormi ty of the galvanometer field. To investigate this 

point an experiment sug; ests itself, as follows: Using 

an upper suspension fiber with short terminals, so as 

to avoid eccentricity, one may, by means of the upper 

torsion head, shift the coil into various angular posi

tions with respect to its usual null position; for each 

particular position one may take throws in opposite 

directions with equal quantities. 

Thia was done, starting with a shift of about 

10 degrees towards the ffred" aide of the scale, and, in 

small steps, working over to a position of about the 

same displacement on the 11black" side. The results are 

shown graphically in Fi5. 3. The instrument as moder

ately damped, and the same quantity of electricity w s 

used for every thro~. Abscissas are given in de ~rees 

of displacement of the various positions from the or

dinary null, ordinates represent centimeters of throw 

from each position. 11 B" refers to the 11black" side of 

1Peirce, B. 0., Am. Acad. Proc., 42, 161, 1906. 
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the scale, "R" to the "red" side. The two curves in the 

figure are seen to cross at a point about 0.8 degree from 

the null towards the "red", indicating that if one were 

to shift the coil into this position as a ne~ null, equal 

throws would be obtained with this ~rticular qua.I_l_t_!_1r. 

With larger or smaller quantities the curves ould not 

necessarily intersect at the same absciaaa. 

Clearly, with a give~ quantity, the magnitude of 

the throw depends upon two factors: the intensity of the 

field at the null position of the coil, and t~e -mount . 

of damping in the region through hich the coil ewi~ge. 

The former is the same for any given position of t:e 

coil, regarglees of the direction ofs ing; t:e latter 

depends upon the nat~re of the magnetic field. The 

experiment shows non-unifor ity int o ways: first, 

diff erencee in throws in the same direction from dif

ferent null pos~tions; and second, dlffer~nces bet ee~ 

throws in op1osite directions from the same null. 

The foregoing experiments indioate that for 

every possible position of the coil in t.e magnetic 

field both deflection and ballistic constants may 

have different values. Thia sug eats that a galvan

ometer which is moved about at all, if its sensitive-
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neaa for any purpose with a particular fiber is to 

remain unaltered, or very closely so, should be pro

vided with some sort of an adjustable level indicating 

device, such as a small plumbline with a cylindric 1 

bob hanging through a hole in a horizontal plate, the 

diameter of the hole being, perhaps, a half millimeter 

greater than that of the bob. Vlhen the instrument ha s 

been levelled as desired, the point of suspension of 

the plumbline may be so shifted that the hole and 

cylindrical plumb-bob are concentric, and clamped in 

this position. Thia constitutes a per~anent indicator, 

according to which the inatru.~ent may be re-levelled 

after it has been disturbed. 

h 2 . et"'od of finding logari t. mic decrement to be 

app_ied to thro of given magnitude. 

hen damping is a_ight, it is quite auff:cient 

to find the logarith~io decrement or damping factor 

in the usual manner, using t_e values of successive 

elongations of the order of magnit de of the thro 

to be corrected for damping; remembering that these 

elongations are to be taken on the same aide of the 

null as the thro , on account of probable dif .eretlces 

in damping on the two sides. For highly damped throva, 
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--the motion of the coil still being periodic--the above 

method may not give the value with sufficient accurac¥ 

because of the great difference between two successive 

elonbations on the same side of the null. The procedure 

in this case is illustrated by means of the curve of Fig. 4. 

The coil is started swinging, the resistance in 

the circuit being the same as that which is to be used 

in the measurements to follow. As many sets of readings 

of successive elongations, on the side of the scale to 

be used, are taken as is considered neceasary for the 

desired degree of accuracy. One of these sets is first 

plotted, as in Fig. 4, using as abscissas the time, ex-

pressed in terms of the complete period of the coil as a 

unit; the figure is simply the locus of the maximum values 

of the swings on one side of the scale. The other sets 

may then be "fitted in", using the same unit, and the 

curve dram. To Pf-Y t e curve to the determination of 
"the logarithmic decrement cor es on ing to any articular 

am li tl;de, 'e find the intersection of the curve i th the 

horizontal line at the am~litude in quest or.; fro this 

point we pass to the left a distance e ual to half of one 

scale unit, and find the am~_itude corresronding to this 

time. From these t o values the logarithmic decrerr.ent is 
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def-fr"!' in ea. 
Et' :; ti on. Thi a damping correct ion will be slightly affect-

ed by the zero shift due to ruagnetic impuritiee1 ; for in 

an actual measureffient of uantity one eliminates the effect 

of zero shift as suggested by Zeleny, hile the curve here 

described is obtained from readings of the coil as it 

executes complete vibrations. The amount of the error 

has not been determined, but it ould seem that in the 

averae:;e instrulllent it must certainl a ... ount to less than 

0 .1 percent. 

3 . Teet of nodified method for obtaining K. 

The results shown in Tables 2 and 3 ere obtained 

in a series of deter-inations, the purpose of which was 

not so fuuch to approach the limit of accuracy attainable 

by this method of finding the ba~lietic constant as to 

determine the reliability of the method under ordinary 

laboratory conditions. Each uantity in the for ula 

was determined from but a sin le careful observation. 

The inetru. ·.ents were caref11-lly level~ ed, but it s not 

attempte' to eliminate absol te y the possible eccent

ricity due to bent terminals. The alvanometers are the 

ones hich are constantly used in the undergr du.ate 

-- - - --- ----
lzeleny, A., Phys .Pev., O~S., 23, 400, 1906; ibid., 

32, 297, 1911. 
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laboratory; no tests were ~ade to see if the scales were 

exactly circular, or if they were accurately 50 cm. from 

the md.rrors. 

A comparison of the results shows that even ith-

out these precautions the modified method is superior 

to that commonly used. In thw writer's opinion one 

is justified, when careful work is done and several 

deter~inationa of each quantity are ffiade, in assumin ·an 

accuracy of 0.2 percent. in the results. 

It woulj greatly facilitate the ffia~ipul~tion of 

returning the coil to its normal position from the de

flection produced by turning the upper torsion head if the 

latter were provided with a tangent screw, permittin ac

curate adjuetr..ent at the first trial. 
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SECTION VII. THE CORRECTION FOR THER1 OELECTRIC CURRE.'T 

11" 

TO BE APPLIED TO THE THROWS OF A BALLI~TIC 

.MOVING COIL GALVA1'70METER; 

A. Theoretical. 

On account of the simplicity and convenience of the con-

denser ~ethod of determining the ballistic constant of 

a moving coil galvanometer, one is likely to use it in 

preference to the more complicated inductance coil 

methods in making an accurate determination of the 

constant . Thie is especially tr e \hen the instrument 

is used on open circuit, in \hich ~ase there are no 

particular difficulties to be overcome in i:.a :n a pre

cise measurement. When the disch~rge to be measured 

ta-ea place in the closed galvanc eter circ·it, 1 the 

constant should be deter ined under the same or equiv-

alent conditions, because of the ·ependence of ballistic 

thro upon dampin!:'.>· en using standard con·enaer 

for obtaining the constant on closed circuit it is 

necessary, immediately after the condenser h a been 

lzelen and Eri son, .anual of Physical 'eas ·re
mente, 3d ed., 172; Smith , :lectrical easvre~ente, p. 194. 
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discharged, to close the circuit through a resistance equal 

to the resistance of the apparatus to which the galvanometer 

is to be connected in making the measurements . Thie is 

easily accomplished by means of special keys or switches. 

Upon changing from open to closed circt:it one is 

likely to encounter a thermoeJectric currentl which 

deflects the coil either in the same direction as or op

posite to that of the throw caused by the impulsive dis

charge. The time of reaching the elonGation from the 

null po~nt is different, however, in the case of a de

flection due to a steadily impressed electromotive force 

from that in the case of a curren~ of very short duration . 

\ere these time intervals ali e, the correction could be 

made by algebraia additior. of the maxima . The relation 

bet een them depends upon the anoun~ of dam_ing in the 

circuit, and is therefore differer.t for different values 

of the logarithmic decrement. Zeleny2 has given an ex

peri~ental curve for correcti g the observed t ro and 

obtaining from it the magr;.i tude of the t ro · hi ch ·oul 

have resu lted in the absence of the ther! .oelectromoti ve 

force. 

It is the purpose of this paper to obtaL ... a re

latio~ bet1een the quantities involved, by means of hich 

the correction may be made. 

lzeleny, A., Phys.Rev.,o.s., 23, 414, 1906.--The 
method of equation (55) obviates the necessity for making 
the correction f~r thermoelectric effect. 

21oc. cit. 
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If we set 9' in equation (22) equal to zero 

and solve the equation for t, we find the value of the 

interval from the instant the coil was set in motion 

by a steady current to the instant of reaching its 

maximum displacement. Thia is found to be 

t = 11/b = T/2. 

This value of t substituted in (21) gives the value 

of the maximum displacement, a.d: 

time of 
The/elongation, 'hen the coil is set in motion by an 

instantaneous dischar~e is given by equation (6). Both 

equations (6) and (57) may apply to the same galvano~eter 

coil, provided the values of a and b are the same in each 

equation. 

Suppose, now, that a u ntity of electricity Q 

in a condenser is discharged through the galvanometer 

and that the circuit is immediately close ; nd that, 

upon closing, a thermoelectric currenL flo s. If the 

direction of the steady current is the earr.e ae that of 

the discharge, the resulting ma.ximum ia greater th n 

it ould have been in the absence of the theruoelectro-
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motive force; if the direction of the current is opposite 

that of the discharge, the resulting throw ia smaller . 

Obviously, the method for finding the correction to be 

applied to the observed throw is, by the use of equa

tions (6) and (21), to determine the angle attained in a 

steady deflection during the time interval required for 

a ballistic maximum.l Designating this angle by w, we 

find 
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Mi - ~ tan-l b 
l - € b a (cos tan-1 ~ •'5 sin tan-1 ~U, (59) Ul = q2 

or, in terms of the logarithmic decrement, 

Mi - 1 tan-l n 
UJ = <r- (1 - p iT it. 

~ 
-... -; 1==::n::::;:a=-) . 
'V l + TI3" 

In order to make this equation for the correction applic

able to any galvanometer of the type under discussion, it 

is convenient to express u1 in terms of either of t o 

ratios: R1 = w/d, giving its value as a fraction of the 

steady def~ection produced by the thermal current; or, 

R2 = w/ad, hich gives the value as a fraction of the 

first maximum due to the steady current . The value of 

d from equation (21) is seen to be i/q , conae uan~ly 

(60) 

1Assuming the steady deflection small in comp ri on 
1th the thro . Zeleny mentions 1/3 as the maximum per

missible ratio . For further discussion see belo . 



1 
1 - p TT tan -l X --r=~=;:o::~ 

A 11 Xiii -v + TT:a 

Comparing equations (60) and (58), and noting that 

lo& p =A, it is seen that 

Inasmuch as the actual motion of the coil is the 

result of superposition of the motions defined by (4) 

and (21), the exact equations of the two possible kinds 

of motion are obtained, respectively, first, by addi?g 

the two equations, and second, by subtracting the one 

froru the other. The observed maximum then occurs not 

at the instant given bye uation (6), but a trifle 

sooner or later than this, depending upon the relative 

directions of the current and impulsive discharge. By 

equating to zero the angular velocities obtained by 

d1fferentiating each of the combined equations and 

solving for t, e may rite the result for bot cases: 

The upper or lo er sign is taken according as the cur

rent and discharge are in the same or in opposite di

rections, respectively. 
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It would be a rare occurrence in an ordinary 

measurement to encounter an extraneous thermoelectric 

current which is appreciable compared with bQ, 1 con-

sidered in its effect upon the time required for the thro 

Should it occur, however, the procedure would be to find 

the correction by several approximations, using equation 

(63) instead of (6) in equation (21). To substitute 

(63) directly in the equations of motion obtained by the 

addition or subtraction of (4) and (21), and then to 

form the ratios to be used for correcting the observed 

throws would lead to . expressions hich are too com_ lex 

for rectical application. 

B. Experimental . 

a. Procedure in 6orrecting Observed Thro s.-

Consideration of equations (61) and (62) sho a that for 

a determination of either R1 or Rz for any particular 

case a single experi ental deter ination suf-icas, 
1 tan-l ~ 

namely of the quantity p. The factors pn .u 

and.h(A) which occur in the e ue.tions are obtainable 

from tablee2, hich makes the formulas re dily ap licable . 

lThe quantity l/b has the dimension time, so that 

bQ has the dimensio of a current. 

2Kohlrausch, 12th ed., p. 723. 
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To use the corre~tion given by equation (61), the ob

served steady deflection due to the thermoelectric current 

which flows when the circuit is closed is multiplied by 

R1 and t~e result is added to or aub{acted from the ob

served throw, depending up0n the relative directions of 

currer.t and discharge; to apply equation (62), the first 

maximum amplitude due to the thermoelectric current only 

is observed, and the correction obtained by multiply-

ing this value by R2 . Having once obtained R2 for a 

particular condition of damping, its application is more 

economical of time than the use of R1 , since the first 

maximum elongation may be observed T/2 seconds after 

closing the circuit, obviating the necessity for iting 

until the deflection has attained its ate dy value, or 

of using a short-circuiting key for bringing the coil 

to rest. 

The curves of Fig. 5 eho the variation of each 

of the ratios with logarithmic decrement . In these curves 

the abscissas have been carried to A= 3.2 only, ina ffiucb 

as, in practice, A seldom exceeds 1 when the galvanometer 

is used ballistically; if the logarithmic ecre ent is 

large, it is most convenient to render the coil just 

aperiodic by di inishing the resistance in the circuit 
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according to equation(30). In the critically damped case 

Ri = Rz = 26.4 percent. This is shown in Fig. 6. 

b. Test of the Equatione.--The experimental 

test of the method here outlined was taken from the 

work of Zeleny. 1 From equation (61) a set of correspond

ing values was obtained f~r Ri and l/p, the abscissae and 

ordinates, respectively, of the experimental curve to hich 

reference has been made. Fig. 6 shows the curve obtained 

by plotting these values, together with representative 

points taken from Zeleny's curve. There is good agreement 

between the theoretical and experireental curves. 

1Loc. cit. 
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SECTION VIII. APPLICATION OF THE MOVING COIL GALVANOMETER 

TO THE MEASUREME:rT OF TIME. 

I . Introduction. 

the 
The well known method of measurinfi'\timeloccupied 

by events of very short duration by means of the ballistic 

galvanometer1 depends upon the relation bet een electrical 

iuantity and current, and upon the fact that for sudden 

discharges the throws of the galvanometer coil are pro

protional to the quantities hich have passe . Eeeenti 1-

ly this is the method described by Bro n2 , ho use an 

unbalanced Wheatstone net 3 for applying the potential dif

ference to the galvanometer terminals. ~he observe ro

port ionality between throws and time intervals up to 3 

seconds as obviously due to the fact that hie alvano eter 

had a period of 91 seconds. The reliability o~ .i b-
a mo .. ,, t o the. 

solute measurements was about 2. 5 percen .... , the11 screpanc · 

betieen the t1o values of the ballistic cona• nt aa e-

termined by two different methcds. 

1Kohlrausch, Lehrb . d. prakt . Phys., 12th ed . , 527. 
2Br o n, F. c . , Phys. Rev., O.S . , 34, 452, 1913. 
3The eatstone net is not essential to the me~bod . 

A simpler means of applying the potential difference to the 
galvanometer would aimp.ify his equations (5) and (6), p. 
453. 
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When an event lasting but six or seven seconds 

is to be measured with a fair degree of accuracy, a stop 

watch, because of its mechanical limitations, and the 

large probable error in starting and stopping, is out of 

the question. It is not to be gainsaid that a simple 

method of measuring intervals of several seconds' dura

tion--one which might, for example , be used with con

fidence in place of a chronoscope or a high speed chrono

graph with a standard clock--wou_d pro e of value, ea ecial

ly in laboratories where the sta~dard aF aratus for the 

measurement of short intervals is not a art of the e uip

ment. Brown's suggestion of reserving a slo period gal

vanometer for the purpose p rirrarily meets ith t .e ob

jection that such n instrunent, because of its sluggish 

motion, and because of the attention re uired to bring t~e 

coil to rest, is almost certain to lose one much tine. 

In this regard a short period galvano .e~er--one, say, of 

10 to 20 seconder period, such as is common_y used in our 

laboratories,-- ould be much beter; in fact, inaem ch as 

high sensitivity is not a re uiremer.t, the best sort of 

instrument to use, on account of its self-a ~ustment" to 

the zero position, ould seem to be the short period instru

ment , damped critically by means of a shunt of proper 

resistance. 

To employ a short period instrument for measurin 
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time intervals, then, whict are greater than those during 

which the coil has not moved appreciably1 , ·e must imp1ess 

upon the instr ment a steady current during the interval 

to be measured, which clearly means that the current shall 

be flo inc while the coil is moving . The roblem is, from 

an elongation so obtainad, to educe the len th of the 

i nterval during which the current w a cause' to flo . Dorn2 , 

Diesselhorst 3 , Peirce4 and .orthin 5 have treated the in-

verse of this problem for uantities o e in v rious la a 

of discharge , the to last-named for the moving coil t .e 

of instrument . 

II . Theoretica .... . 

A. General Outline of 'ethod of Deriv tion. 

In the de elo. ent o~ the theory, the a· ptiona 

a to ty.e of instrt4.ment hich ere en r te t t e 

be inning o: Sec. I . i 1 be .ere to. . e etho of 

deduction , for an condition of m.ing, ill be a fo .o 
-----·---

1 his is the assumption upon ich the or i r· 
ballistic measurement, in h'ch thro a an re 
ta·en p~~ ortional, is baaed. 

Dorn, - . , ie' . nn . , 17, 654, 1882. 
3 :eeeelho-st, H., An . " . Ph s., 9, 7_2, 1902. 
4Peirce, B. 0 . , .Acad . roe . , 44, 283, 1909. 
5,orthin, A. G. , Phy . Re . , . , 6, 165, _9· 
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1. From the e uation of its motion, the position 

and angular velocity of the coil, initially at rest, are 

determined for a particular instant, T seconds after a 

steady current has begun flo ing through the instr ment. 

2. These respective values of position and angu

lar velocity are introduced as initial conditions into the 

equation of motion of the coil, a ·inging ithout resultant 

t0r ue, correspon4ing to the condition that at the instant 

T the current as cut off. 

7 3. Frore the resulting equation is foun , in the 

usual manner, the maximum angle of displacement; and the 

expression for this angle is to be solved for T. 

On account of their presu~able applic bility the 

t o cases of periodic and of critically 

reapectively, ill be tre ted. 

B. Dam.ed Periodic otion. 

ped motions, 

a. Derivation.-- Follo · ng t e 1 n of roce ure 

as outlined e ha e, using •he val· t = T _n e .. ions 

(21) and (22), respecti ·e 
'i 1 - ( - T(coe bT + b sin bT )] , (6 ) 

T = ~ 
~ 

i Q a2 and UJT = 2 £-aT (b - b7 sin bT - 2 co bT . q 

These equ ti one represent the -Ue of dis lacen:ent n 

angular velocity at the instant t.e current is shut off. 

e must no determine the e_ong tion hie: the coil i-1 

attain by virtue of its ~ u.ar momentum. 

(65) 
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Equation (3), when~ is imaginary, may be ritten in the 

form 

e = €-at(A coa bt + B sin bt), 

here a and b have the sa~e values as before, because 

experimentally it is possible so to arran e the circu ts 

that exactly the same conditions of damping obtain -hen 

the electromotive force ia applied as hen it ia shut off . 

A and B are constants of integration, hich are to be 

evaluated by introducing the conditions that en t = 0, 

9 = eT and d9/dt = w,. . T e equation then becomes 

(60) 

un-+aeT 
6 = €- at(eT COB bt + b sin bt). (68) 

By the usual method it is found th t the direction of 

motion of the coil reverses for the first time at the 

instant 

and that the correspo~ ir.g elongation (dee·g.ati._ the 

factor it ·n t e br ckets by 1J') is 

-l 'JI( 

~T = €- b t n T (eT co tan-1 l/f' 
UJT + a T -1 . + __ b ___ sin t n ) . 

(69) 

(70) 
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In the preceding e uation ~, denotes the angle of "thro " 

due to a steady current flowing for T seconds; 0i will 

signify the throw due to the same quantity instantaneous

ly discharged, both applying to damped periodic motion. 

Similarly, o:T and o:i will represent the same uantities 

for undamped motion, and IT and r i for the case of critical 

damping. Obviously, we might no proceed to substitute, 

first for 1p-, and then for eT and u>T, the values given by 

equations (69), (64) and (65), respectively; the result-

ing equation would involve T, the quantity sought, eT, the 

quantity observed, together with other determinable factors. 

However, the equation ou:d not express the value of T 

explicitly, which ould necessitate a graphical method 

or one of approximations to find the interval. Hence, 

to obtain a practicable forro~la explicitly solved for T, 

we may, for purposes of derivation, put f = 0 in the .re

cedin~ e uations, and reintroduce the correction for am -

ing after the final equation is found. If f = 0, a = 0, 

and b = q 2 /I~ . ith this simp.ification e uation (~O) 

reduces to 
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i bT 
o:T = qa 2 a in 2 , 

(71) 

from which 
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Introducing the damping correction, and assuming damping 

to be small, 
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T . -lk fP T = - sin ~. p ~ 
1T 21 l-'T ' 

(73) 

b. Discussion. Sources of Error and Precautions.-

Formula (73) may be used as it stands for the measurement 

of time intervals--according to the equation--equal to a 

half period of the coiJ. The factor which givea rise to 

the greatest uncertainty in the result is the current 

conatantl, which is not the same at all deflections, 

principally on account of the distortion of the magnetic 

field and probable · imperfect levelling of the instrument. 

However, the field about the coil in its usual equ·librium 

position is fairly unifor ithin a region correspo~ding 

to a deflection of a fe1. centin.eters on either side of the 

null position. The error in the constant n:a.y ther~.ore 

be minimized by shifting the coil, by means of t e upper 

torsion head, to a osition abo t 6 cm. to one side of 

the usual null poir-t, using this as a ne zero settin~; 

the deflections from this zero are then k~pt 

beyond the orig:c~l null, i.e., ithin 12 cm. Th's 

cm. 

manipulation also largely eliminates the zero e ift ue 

to magnetic impurities in the coil .2 

~Page 42 of this a.er. 
Zeleny, A. , Phys . nev . , O.S . , 32, 297, 1911. 



c. ~odified Form of Equation (73).--To obviate 

much of the labor of comput. tion involved ··;hen e uation 

(73) is used for determinin.:. a number of intervals of 

different durations, we may make this equ~tion the basis 

of a gra hical method. By equation (71) it is seen that, 

for zero iamping, a.1 /¢ = 2 sin x, w' ere ¢ is the ste dy 

deflection produced by the same curre~t which is used in 

obtaining the throv1 , 3nd x is ~ritten in place o TIT /J. . 
0 

7ith the aid of equatio~ (44), e tation (73) m. y be writ-

ten 
x 

a1· = ctr sin x ' 
vhich re ·1ains true vhen a. is rep ... aced oy f- . Thus, if •e 

plot 2 sin x as abscis ~a and ./sin x a or in tea, we 

obtain a correction curve hie- enable~ us, from a iven 

thro i _ terms of the a~~le o stea y de!lectio ith the 

ea~e current, to obta:n •he correction fac•or by .hich 

this thro uet be multiplie- in or er to ive ~· e thro 

·vhich ould have been pro uce by th ... same \13.nti ty in-

stantaneous~Y die:harged. Inasmuc. as th ... ILpi g f ctor 

(74) 

has not been intro uced into the curve, the latter is a.

plicable to any instrumant--the observed thro.. bei g cor

recte for dampi1· be:ore the correction ia a plied. 

-------
l.hen short inte vale are measure it is not 

feasible to produce this steady de.lectio irectly 
on account of the large current hie: must be used to 
obtain a throw of eufficie~t magnitude. In t is case 
¢is calc ted fr~ the current const nt ob·~ined :ith 
a small current. 
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Having ~ound the "instantaneous throw", the dampin~ 

correction is made, and r founJ from the simple relation 

T = To(3i:JE 
2n¢ 

which may be ut in ~he form 

K x ~ 
T = l sin x I"" i. 

The latter form, in whicli K r.is.y be determinad by the 

st~ndard condenser metho , does a ay wit~ irect time 

determina tio~1. 

d. Effect of Prolon·ed Diechar e u on Throw.--

E uation (74) in ic~tas the error m- e in esumin~ a 

u~ntit of electricity, flo ·ng uniformly, to have 

passe1 through t' e coil in a .e li ibl short interv 1, 

t· e diach~r .. e havin ctu-1 y been prolonge throu h n 

interval T. The co.:-rect ·on factor1 is x/ in x, h · c':i ia 

in~epen e:1t of the amping factor over a ide ran e of 

conditions. It oee not, ho ever, ap ly •:th e·actne 

to cr:tically da ped m~tion, s ill be sho n 1 ter. 

1The eApreesion iven D'es el' orat (l.c.) for 
a prolon·ed steady current, re uce to the no~ation of 
this p rer, is ~T = ai(l - x ;~). The corres.on · 
form of e uation (74) is = a· sin x/x); expan in~ 
einx/x, ie obtain l - x2 /3. + x /4! - ... , hich e.o e 
Diesaelhorat'a correction, obtained by a di ~ferent rr.etho, 
to be the first term of ~he series given. Thie ia suf
ficiently accurate for the horter interv _a. 
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Equation (74) ehowe the theoretic~l error committed in 

any me~surement, when the measured interval is lees th~n 

about T/30, to be leas than 0.2 percent. Applying this 

to a galvanometer of 91 seconds' period, like the one 

used by Bro-.m, the discharge may be alloned to pass a trifle 

over 3 seconds without intro1ucing appreciable error into 

the measurement. Thie agreea with the resulta given in 

the pa er cited. 

C. Critic~lly Dampe otion. 

a. Derivation.--The aa e proce ure ill oe 

follo el as in the c~se of perio· ic m~tion, except that 

no assum~tions as to damping need be made. The final 

formula is theoretically accurate. 

Correspondin~ toe uation (64), we have 

GT = q4:- [1 - (-a T ( 1 + a T ) J , 

and to equation {65), 

hen the resultant displacing torque ia zero, the e ua-

tion of motion is 

(77) 

(78) 

( 79) 

and, impoain~ the same initial conditions as upon e ua.tion 
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(66), to evaluate the arbitr~ry constants, 

The maximum of thia function occurs at the instant 

ani its value is, corresponding to equation (70), 

U'r 

Inserting the values of eT a.ni uir, and ex resa · ng the 

result in terms of the ratio of the observed throw 

to the steady deflection with the same current, 

"fr €2x_ 1 r = €2x - - -
2x( 2x 1) 

€ ( -

74 

(80) 

(81) 

(82) 

(83) 

here x has the same significance s before. For cr-tical 

damping we h~ve the relation 

No let the factor by -ich the observe thro· must be 

multiplied in order to reduce it to the e uivalent t~ro 

reaultin~ from an inatantaneoua discharge of t:e s me 
0 

qu.anti ty be represented by~; then 

(84) 
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(85) 

From (83) and (85) are obtainable corresponding values 

of JT/~ and r~ for various assigned values of 2x. The 

curve of Fig . 7 is plotted with (T /¢ as absciaa s and 

~as ordinates, and Table 4 gives the values from .hich 

such a correction curve may accurately be lotte Thia 

method of treatment is unavoidable bec~uee of the im-

plicit appearance of T in e ue.tion (20). 

b . Applic-tion of ethod and Precautions.--The 

procedure in making a determination of a interval by 

this method is like that outlined fore uation (7 ), page 

71 , except that the daffipin factor is no inclu ed. 

Having deter ine ''fr/¢, his foun ro the t ble 

or curve; the proluct of these two quantities is Ii/¢, hich 

i s substituted in 

(·Tori 
T = 2TT • ¢ -

Thia equation may e · ritten in a for 

~hi ch does away with the ne6esaity o~ a direct deter ina

tion of time . The precautions ment·oned in connec~ion 

(86) 

(87) 



(To follow page 75) 

2x Ir /¢ 'b 2x 1r/¢ ~ 

0 . 00 0 . 0000 1 . 0000 1.60 0 . 5325 1.1055 
0.05 0 . 0184 1 . 0002 1. 65 0 . 5458 1 . 1120 
0 . 10 . 0368 1 . 0004 1. 70 0. 5590 1.11 9 
0 . 15 0 . 0551 1.0010 1. 75 0 . 5718 1.1260 
0 .20 0.0734 1. 0017 ... . 80 0 . 5845 1.1330 
0.25 0 . 091? 1 . 0026 1.85 0.5968 1.1404 
0 . 30 0 . 1099 1 . 0038 1.90 0 . 6089 1 .1479 
0 . 35 0 .1281 1.0051 1.95 0 . 6207 1.1557 
0.40 0 . 1462 1.0067 2.00 . 6323 1.1636 
0 .45 0 . 1642 1 . 0084 2.05 0.6436 1.1717 
0 . 50 0 .1820 1 . 0104 2 . 10 0 . 6547 •. 1801 
0 . 55 0.1998 1 . 0126 2 . 15 0 . 6654 1 .1887 
0 . 60 0 . 2175 1. 0149 2 . 20 0.6760 ... . 1973 
0.65 0.2350 1. 0175 2 . 25 0 . 6863 1. 2061 
0 . 70 0.2524 .0204 2 . 30 0.6963 .... 21 2 
0 . 75 0 . 2696 1.0234 2 . 35 0 . 7060 1.2246 
0 . 80 0 . 2867 1.0266 2.40 0 . 7156 1.2337 
0 . 85 0 . 3036 1 . 0300 2.45 0 . 72 9 1.2434 
0 . 90 0 . 3203 1.0336 2.50 0 . 7339 1.25 2 
0 . 95 0 . 3369 1 . 0375 2.55 0 . 7 28 1.2629 
l.00 0 . 3532 ~ . 0415 2.60 o. 7516 1. 2727 
1.05 0.3694 1.0457 2.65 0 .7 9 1.283 ... 
1.10 0.3854 1.0501 2 . 70 0. 7680 1.293~ 

1.15 0 . 4011 1.0548 2 . 75 0.77 ° ... 3039 
1 .20 0 . 4166 1.0596 2.80 0 . 7836 1.3146 
1.25 0 . 4319 1.0647 2 . 85 o. 7910 _.325 

1.30 0 . 4470 1.0698 2 . 90 0. 7982 .... 3367 
1.35 0 . 4618 1.0754 2 . 95 . 8052 1.3478 
1.40 0 . 4765 1.0810 3 .00 . 8132 1.3589 
1.45 0 . 4908 1.0868 3.0 0.8186 1.3708 
1 . 50 0 . 5050 1.0928 3.10 0. 8251 1.382 ... 
1 . 55 0.51"8 .. . 09 0 3 .15 0 . 83 ... 2 1.39 a 

T ble 4. 



' 
with the other method ~or minimizing error due to the non-

uniformi ty of the galvanometer field should be observed. 

A further prec~ution a pears in connection ith 

the f ct that the damping factor in critically dam .. ed 

motion is €; and it follows that, unless d.9.mpin · is exact

ly critical, the damping factor ill have some ot er value, 

not far from €, erha)a, but of uncertain value. It is 

therefore important to render d mpin; exactly critic 1, 

using the method described in con~ection ith e uation (3~). 

D. easurable Interv la. 

A con i eration of t: e for ul a a o a t' ., t e 

method e ployi. perio ic otion ahoul rove useful for 

tirnin0 any event, the dur tion of hich is lea th n the 

half perio of the co'l. In t e metho of critic l~ 

pe motion there is, coo in to t~ fo ul , no 

upper limit; but he~ the t ro p ro che the t y 

defle~tion in m nitude, the incre se of de lection er 

second i- small. Gre-ter inteLV 1 th n the h lf e od 

of the undamped coil shoul , ho er, be ccurately 

meaeur ble, since hen r = T0 /2, the angle of thro i 

only 83 percent. of the fin 1 etea y defle~tion, a 

Table 4 aho a. In both ca.sea t: e u .. per 11 it a , ,of 
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course, be extended by increasing the monent of inertia 

of t" e 00111 ; this is preferable to diminie ing the tor

sional control, since weak cont=ol means large oaeible 

variation in the damping factor, unete-dy zero, and 

greater probable errors from deflection hysteresis, un-

leas special prec utione are taken. en t~e met od o 

critic lly d mped motion is use 1 the relation bet een 

moment of inertia and controlling torlue slould be such 

that some exterbal resistance is re uired to make damping 

~ritical; this minimizes error ue to fluctua.t·cns of 

reai3tance of the coil wit: varying temperature. 

The suggestion lies ne rat han to emplo t:e 

equations developed for calibr tin· the scale of a r

ticular instrument hie 1 let ue a y, is in a fi e o-

sition and ha een ad~uete once for all, so ae to be 

direct rea in for time. Thie oul neces :t te the u e 

of def'nite resistances ith the instr ent, n a gi n 

voltage; and possibly a de ice for i.crea in or i 

ing the effect·ve len th of t.e u.pe su pe sio so 

to reduce a ali ht change in the p r od if this houl 

become nece s-ry. The sca_e i ht be checK fro ti 

to ti e by comp risen iyh a tan ar c:ook. he 

ho es to determi e the pr cticabil't of th a eetion 

in the near future. 

lzeleny, A., Phys. Rev., O.S ., 23, 404, 1966; 
Peirce , B. O., Am. Acad. Proc ., 4 , 287, 1909. 
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III. Experimental. 

To verify the theory which leads to the equations, 

a Leeds and orthrup P type galvanometer having a resistance 

of 127.2 ohms was used. The coil was suspended by a 1.5 

mil phosphor bronze stri The connections ere made as 

indic ted in Fig. 8. G is the galvanometer an S is the 

shunt by means of which, upon closing the s;itch K3 , the 

instrument can be dampe critically. The ortion ob of 

the circuit serv~a to short-circuit the instrume.t; the 

re ietance R1 renders the reaist nee of acb van·s ·.gly 

small co pared ith th t of the upper br noh. Rz is 

resistance of such val~e t:at the lo rithmic e~r ent 

drnits o applying e uation (73) in hich the a pin f c

tor is s ffic·ently accur t ·hen ritte. in the fo mvp. 

and ith t:e voltmeter Van t· e battery B1 constitute 

a potentiometer arra eme t permittins a current of ny 

desire etren·t· to be sent throug the a_v ~ome•er. 

A and are re~ays, con ecte t• roug· the s itches 1 n 

Kz respectively to the clock circuit containing th seco de' 

pendulurr. P an1 the atter Bz. Th rel a re o ·u t 

as to stick after momentary curr nt has ps. throush 

them, thus breaking t~e circuit an keepin it open unti 

set by hand for the next determination. It is nov'ce th t 

the beginning and end of the interval re each marke b 

a break in a circuit, this bei~g ore rel'able than fir~t 
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to "make" the circuit through the galvanometer and then 

to break it. The arr~nge. ent in the figure futther keeps 

the logarithmic decrement of the coil constant whether 

or not a current is flowing. With these connectiond it 

is possible to keep the current flowing through the gal

vanometer for any desire whole number of seconds, simply 

by proper timing of the instants of closing the switches 

Ki and K2 . 

a. Results from Method of Periodic otion.--

Two representative sets of determinations to verify equa

tion (73) are given in Table 5. There is an indic~tion 

of falling off of accuracy in the sixth second, which is 

to be expected, in amuch as the half period of t:e coil 

is 6 . 5 seconds. The manipulation is somewhat more di -

ficult than that of using the galvan~meter for the me sure

ment of instantaneous discharges, since, for the longer 

intervals, t:iroVTs inay not be oun accur tely un .... eaa 

the coil is brought quite to rest. 1 

79 

b. Results from ethod of Critically Darr.pad otion.--

In the fourth colu.~n of T-ble 5 re iven results obt ine 

in one of the sets of observation for t· e det ~mination 

of T by means of eLuation (So), ith the help of T ble 4. 

It is t_e writer's experience i~ repeate teats of both 

1zeleny, A., Phya. Rev., o.s . , 23, 405, 1906. 
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(To follow page 79) 

I II III IV 

1 . 000 1 . 002 1 . 000 1 . 001 

2 . 000 2 . 004 2 . 004 2 . 000 

3 . 000 3 . 009 3 . 000 3.001 

4 . 000 3 . 998 4.0~8 3 . 994 

5 . 000 4 . 996 5.008 5.000 

6 . 000 5 . 968 6.038 6 . 006 

Column I: Actu 1 seconds by standard cloc 

Colun;ns II and III: Time determined by means 
of e uation (73). 

Column IV: Time determined by mear.a of e u tion 
(86) an Table 4. 

Table 5 . 



methods that this is the more satisfactory to use, both 

as regards ease of manipulation and simplicity of making 

the computation hen the table of values (Table 4) is 

available. In fact, one may feel confident of being able 

to obtain a cert~in set of obaer ations by this ethod in 

half the time required by the other, and that with greater 

accuracy, as a comparison of the results in the fourth 

column of Table 5 with thosa of the second and third 

colu.~ns indicates. 



SUMMARY 

In the foregoing paper the riter has presented 

the following points in connection with the theory and 

application of the type of galvanometer having an opan 

rectangular coil free to move in a magnetic field about 

a vertic 1 axis, being sue en ed by an elastic metal 

fiber. 

1. Development of the general theory as to the 

motion of such a coil under different typic 1 con itione 

of damping first, when the motion is imparted to the 

coil impulsively hile the coil is in its osition of 

rest and secon , when the motion is produce by a st ~dy 

current flowing through the coil. This section of the 

paper may be regar ed as a resume of the theoret'c~l ork 

done by various orkers wit this ifistrument. 

2. Relations are developed bet en the dampi. 

of the motion of the coil, exprease in ter a of the 

logarithmic decrement, anj the resist nee ·n t' e co

circuit. In this section is given c method b hich 

that ~ticular resistance in t~e circ·it ?LB.Y be e

termined which renders the motion just per·o io. 

3. Relations are develope bet een the da pin 

. ~ 
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effect, the resistance in the circuit and the intensity 

of the field in which the coil is moving. That particular 

relation for which the motion of the coil re .ains periodic 

ia made the basis of a method for measuring magnetic field 

intensities, yielding satisfactory experimental results. 

4. A formula is developed for computing the size 

of wire to be use in a damping rectangle ~hich is to 

produce any desired degree of damping when attached to the 

coil; particularly, to find the size of .ire to be used 

in a damping rectangle to produce critic-1 damping ith

out reducing deflection sensitivity under the con itions 

under ~hich the galvanometer is being use 

5. Derivations of equations for the ballistic 

constant of ~ galvanometer are given, for use under 

different conditions of damping; and an equation is 

given from which the bal istic constant on closed circuit 

may be determined when the con t nt on open circuit an 

the resistance of the closed circuit are known, to~et· er 

with the value of the lo~arithmic decrement correspon ·ng 

to some particular resist nee. E eriment sho-s the e u -

tions to give results dependable to 0 .2 percent. 

6. A method is de elope for obtainin the cur

rent constant to b~ used in the formula for t:e b~lliatic 

constant by the current ieflection met od; an it is ointed 

out that non-uniformity of the magnetic fie-d makes the 

usual procedure of finding the current cons~ant ina.ccur te. 
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The results of experiment upon the modified method show 

it to be dependable to several tenths of a percent. ac

curacy; this has been further borne out by results of 

classes in the laboratory by whom the method was used. 

7. In the next section of the paper is given 

the development of an equation for correcting the bal

listic throws obtained on closed circuit whe~ the dis

charge tooL place on open circuit, the closed circuit 

containing a thermoelectrouotive force. A com arisen 

of the results from this e uation with an experimental 

method previously described shows good agreement bet· een 

the two mwthods. 

8. To adapt the alvanometer to the meaauremen~ 

of time i:ite·vals which are shorter tan those hich are 

accurately meaaur~ble by means of a stop- atch, t o e ua.-

tione are developed. The first applies to slightly ped 

motion of the coil, the eecon to critically d mpe motion. 

In connection with the second a table is iven, the use 

of which reduces computation to a minimum, in tha t it 

obviates a solution by approximatio s, wh'c ou~d ot. er-

wise be necessary. The indicate accuracy in time measure

ment by this method is 0.15 perce~t, an th~ average agre -

ment with "standard" time intervals is still closer. 

sa 



In conclusion, the author is happy to acknowledge 

hie indebtedness the the various members of the Depart

ment of Physics whose kindly interest and helpful sug

gestions have served to make this work a pleasure. 
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